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I. INTRODUCTION

Water resource systems involve transport, storage and'change in properties
(temperature, or transported and dissolved constituents) of water with the welfare of
society as the design criterion.. . Once a water resource system is built, we wish to
operate it in an optimal mannpr. Two necessary conditions must be met before we can
do so. First, we must answer ';he question, optimal with respect to what? and second,
we must bo able to predict the change in outputs as we change inputs and operating
procedures«

1/ ARS-'JSDA Engineering Research Centre, Ft. Collins, Colorado,
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In this paper, I have briefly discussed the principles involved in optimal
management of water resource systems and the use of computers in describing system
operation and in performing optimization calculations.

II. THE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION FUNCTION

A water resource project can be considered as a technical unit in which certain
commodities are produced (Maass et al., 19^2). The production function for a project
expresses mathematically the relationship between quantities of input to the project
and the quantities of output that can be produced. In general, the production function
can be written as:

p (xx, x2»..x..,..xg; y1, y2#"yj,,,yn^ =° ^

where x. is the quantity of the i input in a given period of time and y. is the
1 thquantity of the j output in the same period of time. The x. and y. could be vector

J thquantities, i.e., x. = x.,, x.p, x.,.,. where x±k represents the quantity of the i
input in the k period. Certain state variables Q. , m = 1, 2 ... could be included

to represent the quantities of the m material in storage at the beginning of the time
interval. Equation (l) represents a system that employs s inputs to product n outputs.
For a water resource system, the inputs might include water, rainfall, solar energy,
labour, power, etc., and the output might include water available at specified places
and times for further production or consumption, or water having a temperature or.
dissolved or suspended material concentration different from that of the input water.
Note that water in the stream can be considered to have a productive use for fishing,
transport, or recreational use including scenic beauty.

The operating criterion for the system can then be stated formally as

Max A (Xl, x2,..xi...xg; y^ y2«. .y... .yn) (2)

where Jl(.) is the objective function that relates some measures of social welfare to
the levels of input and output.

Decisions relating to management of water resource systems require a mathematical
decision model which includes a mathematical model of the physical or biological system
being managed (the technological production function) and a mathematical model that
describes society's preferences for the quantities of inputs and outputs of the system
(the objective function). The opportunities for repetitive use of such models in
management justify substantial expenditures to develop and modify them as more
information becomes availablec

III. THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN WATER RESOURCE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

The increasing complexity of water resource systems, the resulting complexity of
mathematical models describing such systems and the increasing economic value of
water, all have given impetus to the use of computers in planning and management of
water resource systems. For operation of such systems we are concerned with
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"short run" or "intermediate run problems". An example of a short^run problem might
be: How much water should be released from a res^r\rbir"-torda3r-ta'maintain*t* -target
level ofr water quality-atA some point downstream and how mucjh shpuld.be released for
irrigation? •-An,example of an intermediate run,.problemJidght be. the question: Given
the quantities of waiter- in storage in a.reservoir .system an.d. a prediction of runoff
during the irrigation season, what combination..of...irrigated.and dryland crops .
should be planted? .. •-. • ... .

Mathematical-models describing the physical .and economic components of the water
resource system can be programmed for the digital computer. For systems with
relatively slow response times (hours, days, or months), the.computer need not be an
integral part of the control system. For systems that have very short response
times (closed conduits or canals with no provision for storage or spill) it may be
necessary to include the computer in a closed loop system. ~~SnHraslra-sye-tem, the
computer monitors information concerning the operation of the system, and when it
detects conditions-that are not nprmal for the current operation procedure,- it directly
controls the physical system, to make the required changes. ,

IV. -SOME EXAMPLES OF COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT OF WATER RESOURCE SYSTEMS

In the following paragraphs, I will describe briefly some examples of computerized
management of water.resource systems- found in the recent United'States literature;

V. IRRIGATION

Dudley (1971, 1972) proposed irrigation system management methods, using decision
models that require digital computers for solutions. He proposed a stochastic
dynamic programming model for allocating water within a season and a method to
calculate the optimal- amount of water to leave in a reservoir for carry-over for the
following year. Her also considered the problem of determining the best combination of
irrigated and dryland crops to plant, given the contents of a reservoir at the
beginning of the season.

Young and Bredehoeft (1972) demonstrated that it is necessary to have a simulation
model to manage a stream-aquifer system. They showed that because of the lag in
aquifer response, by the time the effects of pumping on streamflow are observed in the
real system and ar* acted on, a limitation on pumping may not yield additional-water
during the irrigation season. They state that if a conjunctive ground water and
surface water system were managed by a basin-wide water supply organization, much
more efficient use could be made.of the available water supply by appropriate location
of wells, and timing of pumping. . The digital simulation model would be essential for
such management decision.

In some parts of the United States, computers are being used to schedule the
timing and amount of irrigations. Jensen, Robb, and Franzpv (1970) described an
irrigation scheduling service that utilizes a water balance model to estimate so;.!
moisture storage in individual fields each day. Input to the model includes
cUmatological, crop and soil data. Moisture depletion is estimated daily by
computer and periodic reports are mailed to farmers and fieldmen showing estimated
date and amount of the next irrigation for each field.
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VI. FLOOD CONTROL AND WARNING SYSTEMS

The National Weather Service of NOAA, United States ^Part?e^n^,C^^' ha8
recently released aprogramme listing and documentation of the National Wither
Service River Forecast System Forecast Procedures. This programme util^s
precipitation data and potential evapotranspiration data to ^^e runoit
hvdroffraphs for any river basin. Concurrent records of rainfall, potentialevarot^s^tiryand runoff must be amiable for asufficient P-iod f^ *>
obtain stable estimates of model parameters, The objective of the model is to
provide forecasts of discharge and stage at various locations along ariver with a
minimum forecast period of six hours.

VII. CONTROL OF mTER_TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

The California Aqueduct provides an interesting example of -^^"^stfof
apredominantly free surface flow system (Papathekis, 1971). *» •£*£ ™ stationS)
440 miles (710 kilometres) of aqueduct, ^uTthfsystem r^ubfeXtolisruptionstorage reservoirs and water turnouts. Although *** ^tem " su J thfi
by power failures and natural emergencies, such ^earthquakes and J.anasi '
high cost of right-of-way prevented provision for diversion or ^J^3"0^^
Therefore, it if essential that information for many sites on tA^J^f
available to an operator on acontinuous basis and that gates ^J*1^ f"
remotely controlled to minimize damage in an emergency. *°*^a£el?™toTS
requirements, mini-oomputers were installed at central 1»^0?^W!aKttlng»fwould be stationed. Complete information on Pressure, «*« *£•£• £££Son /
etc., at aparticular site or for an entire reach is available to operators
visual display on cathode ray tubes.

For the California Aqueduct, the computer serves as ^^^^c^ratfand
assists or guides the operator in making controls by V™^£%£*£ ^control
timely information. On closed conduit systems, the computer f^**n^ iables
function. In the control mode, it rapidly monitors Wtant control ™ria£les,
calculates control action and either informs the operator of *>£« *>
automatically performs the control function (Fowler and Roman, 197D-

VIII. CONTROL OF QUALITY OF STREAM RECEiyjNGJggAN RDHOFF

The first portion of storm runoff from urban areas frecently is degralefbefore
and if it is collected in combined sewers its quality will ^^J"^^. the
reaching areceiving stream. In the Minneapolis-St. Paul Sanitary ^ aZlity surface
possibility of reducing the frequency of dischargesf.l^^^J^l each
runoff by utilizing the full storage capacity of *« inte^P^te^„;ists of therainfall event is being investigated (person 1970). The system co^

control.
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IX. DISCUSSION

To find the best operating procedure for a water resource system, we must have
a mathematical mod.el of the operation of the system (the. technological production
function) and a mathematical model that describes society's preferences for the
quantities of inputs and outputs of the system (the objective function). These models
are obviously abstractions of reality, hence they simplify and distort. They may
range from highly abstract and simplified models for which optimum operating policies
can be found, by analytical techniques or by very complicated sets of differential
equations that cannot be solved analytically and require simulation techniques to
search for optimum policies. Because of the complex and time consuming calculations
involved, both approaches require computers to arrive at a satisfactory solution.

Operating procedures for a water resource system must be flexible. An adaptive
mechanism must be provided to account for changes in the relative prices of
commodities, changes in society's preferences and increased knowledge regarding the
hydrology and technological production functions. Operating programmes must be
designed for very general conditions and must be carefully documented so that changes
can be made easily.
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